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Why did BionTech update their agreement with Genentech on December 6, 2019?

They updated the contract to include terms regarding RNA manufacturing projects

and sequencing.

What confidential RNA projects did they have in the pipeline in December 2019?

https://t.co/zihOtcilgo

Sidenote: a couple months before that, BionTech IPO'd. 

 

Every $14 invested would have returned $389 at it's peak. A small return of 2,715%.
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An investment into Moderna on the same date would've returned $418 at peak for every $14 invested — a 2,864% gain. 

 

https://t.co/UsGA6bCAs3

BionTech's SEC filings admit that both the FDA and the European Union consider mRNA treatments as gene therapy. They

also claim it's "high unlikely" these mRNA treatments will change your DNA.

Multiply "highly unlikely" by a couple billion people...

https://t.co/UGoobhzfeH
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Moderna's SEC filings reflect the same language.

They note that they've made significant losses since inception. I wonder why? Why have they, who specialise in mRNA

gene therapies, not had (and still don't have) a single FDA approved product? A mystery.

https://t.co/nMIO3APtgA

Dec 17th, 2019: European Investment Bank provides funding of €50 million to BioNTech as part of the Investment Plan for

Europe

You could argue the EU now has a conflict of interest with pandemic response policies that could ultimately prop up

BionTech.

https://t.co/PRKgYufQWv
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The European Investment Bank signs a €50,000,000 profit-sharing contract with BionTech on December 12 2019.

The same day Ralph Baric signs a contract between NIAID and Moderna re: mRNA coronavirus vaccine candidates.

What are the implications if these events are related?

The European Investment Bank profit share with BionTech begins in 2023 and will last 6 years, with staggered % profit

sharing between €100 million and €500 million.

I wonder if it's possible to sue or submit FOIA requests to obtain the % that is retracted in the contract.

SEC filings for €50 million profit participation loan: 

https://t.co/sNyrKpABYh
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https://t.co/U03kVhwQ67 

 

Both of these contracts being signed on December 12th 2019 reminded me of something I saw in Albania's Pfizer contract...

The day after these contracts are signed, on Dec 13th, Albania's former Minister of Finance becomes the Minister of State

for Reconstruction.

The Prime Minister says the role is required for some program although "no such program has been made public".

https://t.co/N9Pg0HsgpF

The interesting thing here is this guy who becomes the Reconstruction Minister — the day after both Moderna & NIAID, and 

BionTech & European Investment Bank sign those contracts — ends up being 1 of 2 of Albania's signatories on the Pfizer 

contract.
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https://t.co/7Jrb1b0oPR

I can't find much information about any countries having a "Minister of Reconstruction", apart from the UK which had one a

couple of times post-war.

It's weird at the very least. The timing is interesting,

https://t.co/7Jrb1b0oPR


Take into account the events above.

Then look at the attached pictures closely.

Then look at the events in the embedded tweet.

You can believe these events are not related.

Sure. Understandable.

But, what if they are related?

What are the implications?

https://t.co/ISUe0uEwnQ
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Dec 10: first Wuhan COVID patient's biosample is uploaded

Dec 11: spike in WeChat index for "novel coronavirus"

Dec 12: Moderna & NIAID sign contract for mRNA coronavirus vaccine candidates

You can believe these events are not related.

But if they are, what are the implications? pic.twitter.com/1Yfho62XQz

— arcovidist (@arcovidist) September 1, 2021

In August 2019, Bill Gates invested $50 million into BionTech. That investment peaked at over $1.35 billion.

They bought over 3 million shares at $18 each — as of today, it is $341 per share.

Invested with his private tax-exempt "charity".

Smart guy.

https://t.co/8HfxLmJScn
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